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Sponsored Students Take Texts and Ru LownOlo Rammeoss Centre

Classifieds
M.P. having Dreams (wet).
Lets meet for lunch. -Bruce

FOR SALE
4-15" tires (brand new), 1 new
battery (never used), Rad. for
350 GM. Call Tim at 632-2479
or 222-3407 (after 5 p.m.)
Small round table and matching chairs, very good condition. $55.00 0.B.0

ANNOUNCEMENT
I would like to thank everyone
who helped with my election
campaign for treasurer.
Without your help it would
not have been possible.
Nelson McIntyre Collegiate
Mr. R. Toews, Principal
Mrs. Edkins
Mr. Preston
Mr. Presunka (Zunk Big
Thanks)
D.R.
Jenny & Jennifer
Marie, Bruce and
Diana (Thanks Roonie)
Once again, thank-you.
-Terry Pitcher
Winner of Seminar II, 50/50
Draw: Linda Murrell, 2522
Pinewood Drive, Winnipeg.

PERSONAL
Somewhere near Tibet (right
next to the landing site of
Noah's Ark, actually) there is
a fertility ritual involving umbrellas, egg whites and a
primative velcro-like
substance. Interested? ELVIS
can change your life.
ARE
BACKRIDERS
GREAT. I must admit I was
fooled on April 1. It was a
clever idea. Are you sure a guy
didn't help you out?? Enjoy
your day of fun. Guys are
great all year. An O.R.

Jon: Elle called to say that she
would prefer if you ordered
the blue ones instead of the
fuschia ones for your next
hola-hola session.-Dr.
Whoopie
I'm mad for you J.F.K. Our
love will never end even
though you managed to do me
in. -Marilyn from beyond the
grave

PERIOutCALS

By Paul Samyn

SUMMER COUNCIL

NOMINATIONS
ea_

FOR:

To: the Anonymous Face
Licker and Banana Man.
"Guess who's comin' to
town? She comes from New
Jwesey! ! Guess again silly
wabbits. -We Wub You (hint,
hint) D & M
Ray M., your artistry was
graphic, though its end was
tragic; Barb & Ron, your initiative was exemplary;
Evelyn, your consultation and
material help was crucial.
Thank you all for your time
and support. C.R.P.
To the couple in the black
Mustang encountered after
Dental Social April 4: We
didn't mean to scare you off.
Our headlights were only a
sign to find out if you would
be interested in an encounter
of the 4-some kind. -Love &
Lust in the Dust, the Red Vette
(Chev)
Lorie, Terry, Lora: Congratulations. To all the
students who made the effort
to vote, congratulations and
thanks. Let's make 1987-88
the best year this college has
ever seen. -Roger Procyk

BUSINESS
APPLIED ARTS
TECHNOLOGY
HEALTH

NOMINATIONS OPEN:

t

fur%

NOMINATIONS CLOSE:

By Brenda Fleming
Don't forget to take advantage
of these special events coming
up at Red River:

The Students' Association's
Steak and Egg Breakfast takes
place in the Buffalo Cafeteria
from 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.
on April 23. The steak and
eggs are cooked by the SA Ex-

ecutive. This is your chance to
find out if these people can
really cook! The $1.99 price
includes steak, eggs, toast and
a small coffee.

••*
Red River's annual Open
House takes place on Sunday,
April 26.

•••

Noon hour comedy is provided by Ron Vaudry from Yuk
Yuk's between 12:00 and
12:45 on Wednesday, April
29.
*••
Comedians Marty Putz and
Evan Carter appear as a corn-

edy duo in the Tower Lounge
on Thursday, May 21. Putz
has been called "possibly the
funniest man in Canada." In
an article in The Gazette, Putz
cited Steve Martin as his manic
inspiration. His favourite
prop, he said, is his portable
date who packs down into a
suitcase. Putz has appeared at
Red River in the past, and has
opened for the likes of Paul
Young and Billy Crystal. Evan
Carter's credits include performances with Dionne Warwick,
Frankie Valli and numerous
television appearances. He has
also performed at The Improv
in Los Angeles.
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GIVE FROM THE HEART
MANITOBA HEART FOUNDATION

will not refund the fee the
CEIC paid for that spot.
Gwizon says the CEIC is
prepared to take the loss
should a student drop out of
their course.
"It really doesn't cost
anyone anything but us," he
said.
A voucher from the college
bookstore revealed that a
CEIC sponsored student taking combination welding in
first term would have received
textbooks worth $73.60. They
would also have received
$29.60 in supplies, including a
welding apron worth $19.60.
Gwizon says that approximately 22 per cent of the
CEIC sponsored students drop
out prematurely.
College registrar Bette

Open House a Success

Monday, April 6 at 12:01 a.m.

•••
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approximately $8,000 per
sponsored student for a
10-month course. That
amount includes all course
costs plus an allowance, and is
not available for courses' of
more than one year's duration.
Gwizon says only one set of
textbooks and supplies are
allocated per spot purchased
from the college.
As such, while the CEIC can
replace a student who drops
out during the first week of
classes, the replacement
students would have to pay for
their own textbooks and supplies.
If a student drops out after
the first week of classes, the
college will not allow another
student to be substituted, and

Podosky was unable to provide accurate statistics on drop
out rates for CEIC sponsored
students or a breakdown of
the rates for each course.
Gwizon did add that
students who drop out may
still use their textbooks to help
them get jobs even though
they did not complete their
course.
"We feel the big investment
we made in their future may
still pay off."
Ray Newman, vicepresident student services,
agrees with Gwizon. "As a
taxpayer, I see nothing wrong
with them keeping their
texts."
Approximately 33 per cent
of first year students at the
college are CEIC sponsored.

Photo by Linda English

Collin Campbell will provide
comedy in the Tower Lounge
on Wednesday, April 22. He
appears courtesy of the SA
and Yuk Yuk's.
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ever see them again.
However, the CEIC does
ensure that students who drop
out receive whatever portion
of the training allowance they
are owed.
On average, a CEIC student
would receive $3.50 for every
hour of instruction they attended.
Don Hillman, executive
director of the Students'
Association, says that one
sponsored student handed in
his textbooks to the SA office
when he dropped out of his
course in September.
"They've been sitting on my
filing cabinet since then and
I'm just waiting to see how
long it will be before someone
comes to collect them."
The CEIC pays the college

Each division requires 2 REPS

Wednesday, April 22 at 3:00 pm.
BE A REGULAR
BLOOD
DONOR

The Canadian Employment
and Immigration Commission
makes no concentrated effort
to retrieve textbooks and supplies it purchased for sponsored students who drop out
because it says it would not be
cost-effective to do so.
Brian Gwizon, an employment counsellor at the
Canadian Employment Centre
on Campus, says the staff
resources do not exist to actively seek out the texts and
supplies from sponsored
students.
"It's really not worth it,"
he said.
As such, unless the sponsored student hands in the
texts and supplies to their
teachers when dropping out, it
is unlikely that the CEIC will

MARTY PIM

EVAN CARTER

By Kathi Gryte
You probably saw the signs
posted and heard the commercials, but if you weren't one of
the hundreds of people, including Education Minister
Jerry Storie, who came out to
the college's annual open
house last Sunday, you missed
quite a show.
"It was like travelling
through a busy little city,"
commented Fred Ricard, 79,
out to see what his tax dollars
are doing.
Manning one of the busy information booths was director
of admissions Debbie Hosey.
With a smile for everyone, she
was confident in saying attendance this year was fantastic,
and people were really enthused.
Hallways and classrooms
were decorated with brightly
colored balloons and imaginative displays. Students
and staff answered questions
with professionalism and
pride. The only problem encountered by some visitors was
where to go.
Small directional signs concentrated in hallway corners
were confusing to those unfamiliar with the layout of the
college. Often, the signs listed
a display's location by room
number only, and they weren't
posted in the right building.
However, that didn't stop people from wandering until they
saw everything.
The creative communications Just for Fun game show
was a hit. "The only
problem," said first year student Sherri Wood, is that
some people keep asking if all
we do is produce game
shows." Quick to clear up any
misconceptions and answer
questions about the course,
were graduates of the Program.
The technology area was a
flurry of activity. TheStrea-

tions in the masonry and architecture and design rooms
were spectacular. Though the
visitors ' to this area were
predominantly male, the interest of the women in attendance was encouraging.
On the other side of the
campus, the barbering
students presented
simultaneous videotaped and
live hairstyling.
Next door to them, the nursing students were busy talking
to the crowd and attending to
their plastic patient.
"There's been a lot of people," said second year student
Kim Deroche. She added that
many people are just looking,
but there seems to be more inquiries about how to get into
the program.
Doren Roberts and her staff
at CMOR had more time on
their hands than they would
have liked. "We haven't participated in Open House for a
few years," she explained,
"and the station is kind of hidden." Those who took the
time to visit CMOR had
Doren's undivided attention,
and got the grand tour of the
station's illustrious offices.
Food was available around
every corner. In addition to
being treated to the culinary
delights of the food services
students, visitors were tempted
with hot dogs, ice cream, popcorn and the infamous Buffalo
Cafeteria.
Once again, Open House
was a success. Many feel it was
better than last year's effort.
From a student's point . pf
view, I was amazed. at the
variety of courses offered, and
kinds of work done in•the college.
Those of you who didn't attend reallytmissed out. You'll
have to wait. another year, btit
if Open:, Souse 1988 is
anything• 'like Open House
1987, it's,worth'it.

Tech
Courses
Accredited
By Paul Samyn

Shields protects rock's rep. (see page 5)

Part-time Students Pay
By Jim Johnson
Education is expensive for
part-time students, a Red
River student discovered.
A. part-time creative communications student found out
she has to pay full-time tuition
for taking two of the six
courses required. She feels her
tuition should be two-sixths of
the full-time rate.
According to Ray Newman,
vice-president of student services, it doesn't work that
way. He said due to the extra
administrative expense in
-handling part-time students,

two courses cost as much as a
full course load.
Newman took the student's
case to the executive committee. The committee members
agreed that the part-time rates
were equitable based on the
additional expense involved in
serving part-time students.
This policy differs from the
University of Manitoba and
University of Winnipeg tuition
policys. A part-time student
pays a set amount for each
course rather than being
charged the same cost of a
full-time student.

The college's engineering
technology courses were
granted official accreditation
by the Manitoba Society of
Certified Engineering Technicians and Technologists at the
society's annual meeting April
25.
The accreditation applies to
the college's two year diploma
courses in electrical, civil and
mechanical technology.
Glenn Hermanson, dean of
technology, said the accreditation means that a diploma
from the college will now be
accepted and acknowledged
anywhere in Canada.
Hermanson said the
college's technology graduates
had previously experienced
difficulty in Ontario where only a three year diploma was
recognized.
The accreditation is for the
next three years and can be
renewed at the end of that
period.
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News

From the Editor's Desk:

Pay Equity Facts

Fire Causes $100,000 Damage
Photo by Lisa Drorda

By Kelly Taylor
Several Red River students
were chased out of the third
floor in Building F when a fire
broke out in Room F-312 on
Wednesday, April 15.
The first alarm was called at
2:45 p.m. and the second two
minutes later. Three fire
engines, one rescue vehicle,
one ambulance and one hydro
crane truck arrived by 3:00
p.m.
The fire fighters were able
to use the college's fire hoses
to put out the fire, but had to
break six windows and use
several fans to clear out the
smoke.
Damage estimates are
$65,000 for the equipment and
$40,000 for the building. A
cause has yet to be determined.
The room was an electronics
lab and several pieces of test
equipment and electronic gear
were damaged.
The smoke from the equipment had a toxic nature, but
Phyllis Arron, nurse at the
health centre, says the levels in

the week after the fire would
have been so low that constant
exposure would be necessary
to produce any side effects.
Gary Polonsky, college
president, says he has received
no complaints about the air in
the building, and went up
himself to make sure there
were no problems.
Fans were running for two
days after the fire to clear out
the smoke.
The building also sustained
water damage as black sootfilled water dripped into two
floors below the fire. In Room
F-212, the water had formed a
pool on the floor, and had filled the seats of the chairs.
Industrial electronics was
the course affected, • and
students have been rescheduled to another lab on the second floor. "All obligations to
students will be met," said
Polonsky.
"I think the fire fighters did
a pretty good job," added
Polonsky.
A commissioners report is
expected by mid-May.

Students cheer as firemen knock out windows in Building I= fire.

Sprucing Up College
By Brenda Fleming
RRCC students will soon be
taking a walk in the park.
As reported in last May's
Projector, a $10,000 project is
under way to improve the area
surrounding RRCC. This is
the second year in the three
year project.
RRCC president Gary
Polonsky, who formulated the
idea, says "It's our intent to
create a park-like environment
at the college." He adds: "It
seems to me it's human nature
to like being in a park."
Polonsky estimates it was
March 1986 when he presented
the idea to provincial groundskeeper Roger Brown, who
agreed to become an ally and
prepared the plan.
The Department of Government Services is funding the

project, which includes planting trees, building soil and adding shrubs outside the college.
Polonsky has nothing but
praise for the department.
"They were immediately cooperative."
Brown says he has approached the department for
an additional $5,000 to purchase more materials and is
waiting for approval before
going ahead.
District property manager
Derek Bradley says the request
has been approved but it's just
a matter of the paperwork going through.
Hakam Joll, manager of the
Department of Government
Services, says the trees planted
last year are growing well,

noting the area looked empty
and barren before. He says a
few trees damaged by students
and staff clearing snow will
have to be replaced.
RRCC's president isn't
stopping his quest at trees and
shrubs. He has plans to
replace the present college sign
with a new one. He'll utilize
the skills of the college's
masonry students to build a
marble or stone support for
the sign. "It will be an
embellishment, like a work of
art."
Polonsky says the improvement plan will have positive
results for RRCC, but has a
simple goal in mind. "We will
just be making a nice environment for our staff and
students and neighbors."

Emergency Funding
for Students
By Faith Jacyk

The school year is rapidly
coming to an end and some
students find their money is
also.
Student loans and bursaries
have been stretched to the
limit. If you are having financial difficulties and are concerned about surviving the last
lap, help is available.
The best source is your Student Survival Guide. The
guide contains a section on
scholarships and awards.
Although many of these
awards are based on academic
achievement, funds are

available for the financially
distressed.
Awards are sponsored by
private individuals, major corporations, the Canadian
Forces and academic divisions
within the college.
The Students' Association
contributes to an emergency
fund to assist students experiencing temporary financial
problems.
The resources are limited
and students are expected to
repay the funds they receive.
Ray Newman, VicePresident of Student Services,

suggests students see one of
the campus counsellota Ci3 1
first step. They have a wealth
of resource information
available and can point you in
the right direction. The
counsellors can also give you
that much needed moral support.
If you are returning to the
college for a second year,
check the awards section.
Some awards will help you pay
for your books and tuition.
Visit a counsellor or the Student Aid Office for application deadlines.
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The
Communication
Reserve
A summer in the Forces
is more than a job. It's a
fascinating experience,
THE SUMMER YOUTH
EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM
This summer the Canadian Armed
Forces is offering students summer
employment with the Reserve.
This program is available to all young
Canadians looking for a challenging
and rewarding experience. Selected
candidates will follow. for a minimum of
six weeks. a training program which
includes:
• general military training
• physical fitness
• first aid training
• weapons training
This is a unique opportunity to acquire
technical and physical training while
being adequately remunerated.
To participate in the Summer Youth
Employment Program. you must have
attended. during the present school
year. or intend to attend during the next
school year. a high school or other
institution of post-secondary education.
In addition. you must be 17 years of age
as of July 1st and apply at your local
Canada Employment Centre or at
the following address-

It's your
choice,
your
future.

735 (Winrupeg)
Communication Regiment
Minto Armoury
969 St . Matthews Avenue
Winnipeg. Manitoba
R3G 0J7
783-4758

The warming rays of sunshine that serve to divert attention from our studies
means that the end of the
school year is indeed in
sight. And given the job
placement figures of 91 per
cent for diploma graduates
and 85 per cent for certificate graduates the administration boasts of,
many will be looking forward to reaping the financial rewards for their efforts
at college.
Unfortunately though,
while the land of the true
north strong and free holds
itself up as an example of
unparalleled equality, a
good portion of our
graduates will soon discover
that some of us are more
equal than others.
Chances are, that this
revelation shouldn't take all
that long--just about two
weeks after starting that
first job. It will come with
that first treasured pay cheque that announces to one
and all that women on
average only earn 60 cents
for every dollar a man
earns.
None of this will make
much sense at first,
especially since governments and employers say
they're all for women's
equality. Of course, words
come cheap, much like
women's labor. So without
the legislative commitment
and money to ensure that
this equality becomes reality, there will be excuses—excuses based more
on fiction than on fact.
One of these most common excuses centers on the
alleged threat pay equity
would pose to the free
market. Essentially this
myth assumes that the
market is free and unmanipulated, and that as
long as it is allowed to
operate unhampered,
everything will turn out
fine.
In classic oxymoronic
fashion, these arguments
will come from the same
people who denounce constant market manipulation
by the government, such as
minimum wage laws, that
sometimes limit it.
What they tend to forget
though, is that our market
is anything but unfettered.

and that government actions that may limit it at
times, often serve to sustain
it.
As such, the laws of supply and demand actually
have nothing to do with
lower wages for women. In
fact, a U.S. study looking
at the correlation between
the number of jobs and
wages, found that the only
relevant factor in determining wage levels was gender,
not the number of applicants for jobs.
Indeed, as long as we
treat the market as some
sort of god before which we
should bow, most of the
bowing will be done by
women who are subjugated
to inferior economic status.
Other arguments will
pray upon our fears about
economic security.
Borrowing heavily from
the Chicken Little view of
life, these arguments suggest that Canada's
economic sky will fall with
the advent of pay equity.
Far from causing the
downfall of the economy,
paying women fair wages
would put more money
back into the economy.
And given that women
make up roughly half of the
consumers in Canada, such
a move would ultimately be
good for business.
Of course, these are but
two of the excuses our
female graduates will have
to face. But in time, they
will surely hear the other
myths. Indeed, rationalizations for barring women for
equal status in society are as
common and tradition
bound as the pin-striped
suits that dominate corporate board meetings.
And until society ceases
to undervalue so-called
women's work, starting
with the domestic work that
women have traditionally
been saddled with,
employers will continue to
expect them to provide their
skills and services for nextto-nothing.
But given the current attitudes of the powers that
be in society, it seems that
those job placement figures
of 91 per cent and 85 per
cent will remain not as rosy
for our female grads.

THE
Wit CANADIAN
ARMED FORCES

By C.R. Procyk
Have you seen rodents running, with tiny diplomas clutched tightly in their claws,
from Red River Community
College into neighboring
Brookside Cemetery property?
According to Leo Beelin,
head foreman of the cityowned cemetery, approximately $4,000 or 240 person
hours were invested in a program to eradicate gophers
from their property last summer. Once they were cleaned
out however, it took only
about two weeks for reinfestation to occur. Beelin
points a suspicious finger in
the direction of RRCC's unsightly dump site.
RRCC's Building Manager
Hakam Joll disputes this view.
He says Red River has an extermination program. Not only are the gophers poisoned
but their holes have to be
refilled. This prevents unsuspecting field hockey players
from fracturing fibulas as a
result of stumbling into a
gopher burrow.

Staff

Paul Samyn
Kelly Taylor
Entertainment Editor ...Brenda Fleming
Diana Glesbrecht
Production .....
Jon "hang 'em high" Heshka

Editor-in-Chief
News Editor . . ...

The Projector is written and compiled every two
weeks by AS River students for Red River
students. If you have any comments regarding the
paper, please contact us in Trailer 'W next to the
student parking lot.

—Yes,

we have no bananas.

•

Perhaps, though, the whole
situation is a case of viewing
the bottle as half empty rather
than half full. Couldn't the
gopher be envisioned as
palatable and peltable rather
than merely obnoxious?
Couldn't, for instance, the
hotel chefs—using some
culinary creativity and liberal
libations of HP
sauce—develop a ground
squirrel delicacy to rival frogs
legs, honey locusts and deep
fried squid?

And couldn't the ailing fur
seal industry harvest this small
animal to produce Go-Fur
coats which might revitalize
and spark the pelt markets of
North America?
This scheme would call for
more than a dash of entrepreneurial enthusiasm and
imaginative energy but the
outcome would be worth it.
The Red River gopher could
graduate from common
nuisance to valuable natural
resource.
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Beelin's problem is that the
buck-toothed varmints are
burrowing into the resting
places of the dearly departed.
A man is sent around with a
mixture of cyanide and
chicken feed which is
deposited at the burrow openings. After several hours he
retraces his steps to pick up
dead gophers. This prevents
dogs, cats and birds of prey
from becoming unwitting victims in the feud. Unfortunately the gophers seem to be
holding their own.
Both the airport fields and
the grounds of Omand's Creek
Industrial Park may be contributing to the problem. Airport Public Affairs person
Maureen Hilditch did not have
any details on their extermination program and there appears to be no gopher authority at the industrial park.

Choptain
Officially Removed
By Karen Hiebert

,

.

A Holey Terror at
Brookside Cemetery

section 105.2 of the corporaChris Choptain is officially tions act according to Choptain.
out. The April 22 council
However, students' associameeting resulted in her official
removal as students' associa- tion president Barb Rodger explained that Choptain was not
tion vice-president.
refused. "We couldn't cirA notice of motion to forculate the notice without conmally remove Choptain for
sulting our lawyers," she said.
lack of integrity, absenteeism,
Unaware of the actual
and non-student status, was
voting results, Choptain quespresented to the council with a
tioned if a quorum was met.
vote of 13 in favour and one
According to association byabstention
laws, a quorum requires 14
There was rumour that
members excluding the
Choptain would be present for
chairperson for voting on ofthe meeting but she did not
ficial business.
show, even though she had
Her next step is to continue
every right to attend. "I had to
go to work," Choptain ex- with her petition with regard
to the supposed violation of
plained.
Choptain the corporations act. Choptain
However,
says she is not necessarily after
delivered a notice of opposition to the SA office earlier - an inividual victory.
"It's not a matter of (me)
that day, but was met with a
coming out on top. When sorefusal to circulate it among
the council members. This meone breaks the law, sooner
denial is in direct violation of or later they're going to pay

for it." The SA's refusal to
acknowledge the corporations
act as their law is what
Choptain wants recognized.
***

In other council meeting
news, several by-laws were
revised concerning club
finances.
Clubs must be formed
before Jan. 30 of each
academic year. This is required in order to facilitate SA
funds for club loans more easily. Detailed financial reports
will be required for presentation to the SA treasurer upon
request.
All club loans must be fully
repaid by May 31 of the
academic year. Cases have occured in the past that left new
club executives responsible for
old club debts.
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Barber-styling Students
a Cut Above Average

of this magnitude in Winnipeg. Unger says hair shop
owners scout this competition,
and then request certain
students when it comes time
for the two weeks of job experience included in the
course.

Tech Students
Sled to Victory

Styles at the competition
ranged from weird and wild to
conservative and controlled.
There were no limitations on
what could be done to the
model's hair, so colouring,
shaving and perming were all
fair game. Some student
stylists took these methods to
the extreme, creating
hairstyles too complicated to
describe.
Red River's barber-styling
course includes 400 hours of
theoretical training and 1,000
hours of practical training.
The course emphasis is on
unisex styling, but students
also learn razor cutting, facial
massaging, colouring and
hairpiece fitting.

By Karen Kirkhope

Seven out of 10 get jobs

Winner Angie Delniage shares trophy
model Ryan Bartley (right).

i vi t h

By Susan Clarke
Red River Community College's barber-styling students
showed off their professionalism at the Canadian
Open Men's Hairstyling Cornpetition on April 21.
Three Red River students
placed at the competition
which was the first they had

been allowed to enter. The
winners were Angie Delmaue,
who placed third; Carol Courchaine, fourth; and Kathie
Simmons, fifth.
Barber-styling instructor
John Unger is very proud of
his students winning awards in
the only student competition

Job placement is not a problem for most graduates of the
course, says Under, "Seven
out of 10 will have jobs before
they even graduate, in
placements across the spectrum of the haircare
industry."
After completing the
barber-styling course,
graduates must pass the provincial theory and practical exams. This enables them to
receive an improver's licence.
One year of full-time work
under a master barber
automatically qualifies stylists
for a journeyman's licence,
followed by two more years to
get a master's licence, at which
point they are able to run their
own shop.

A Bloody Feast at Assiniboia
Caesar salad, chicken
Kiev, and black forest cake.
A fine gourmet dinner
was presented to 35 people
Thursday, April 23 in the
Assiniboia Inn as the Red
Cross said thank-you to the
winners of the draw held at
the blood donor clinic
March 24 and 25.
Lou Mousseau, coordinator of the clinics on
campus, said five dinners
were available for each divi-

sion attending the clinic.
Grant Ball, a
photographer in the Media
Services department, was
presented an award for
donating 35 pints of blood.
Doctors recommend against
giving more than one pint
every three months.
Gary Polonsky, college
president, made an appearance to thank the
students and staff who
helped make the clinic suc-

cessful.
The dinner was well
prepared and the service
was courteous, a complement to the hotel and
restaurant administration
students who put on the
feast. Refreshments were
available at a cost of S2.
Mousseau says over the
last five drives, almost
2,200 pints of blood were
collected. He would have
liked that to be 3,000.

The warm weather is upon
us but there has to be one
more reminder of the joys of
winter.
Some civil and surveying
technology students participated in a concrete toboggan competition back in
February and one team even
brought home a trophy to prove their success.
Various universities and colleges from British Columbia to
Ontario participated in a
weekend long competition in
Calgary where they had a
chance to show off their concrete creations.
Each institute fabricated a
toboggan from concrete. They
were judged for beauty and
design, best brakes, and
fastest overall speed. The
teams had three attempts at a
slope and their best time was
judged.
This competition has been
an annual event for approximately 15 years. Calgary
sponsored the competition this
year while Winnipeg had the
honors in 1984 when the races
were held at the Oasis at Birds
Hill.
A total of 40 teams from
across Western Canada
entered this year. The competition was attended by approximately 300 students who
anticipated a good time.
Red River entered three
sleds this year and twenty
students attended. There was a
first year civil technology team
named White Lightening,
another civil technology team
named Skrotull Pul, and finally a surveying technology team
named Moya Zona Musha
Hoova Rich which when
translated from Polish means
'My Girl Likes to Hoover
(vacuum).'
Eric Richardson, a second
year surveying technology stu-

Entertainment
Shields Bypasses Streetheart

dent was the coordinator for
the survey team. He built the
The fsournet ,he team
forms
was the only sled from Red River who
won an award. A trophy, a
plaque, and a couple of beer
mugs were presented to the
team for having designed the
most effective brake system.
Richardson said the team
had problems with their first
two sleds but eventually the
third one was sent with its
paint still wet.
To enable the teams to enter
the competition they raised
money by holding socials and
by the support of the Civil
Club.
Richardson also mentioned
that it was a great time for all
involved.
"There was free beer and
pizza which turned into a free
beer and pizza fight. It was
amazing to see the leaders of
tommorrow acting like kids."
Tim Evans, civil technology
department head, feels the
students do not have enough
time to construct their sleds.
In the past the sleds have
been made during their term
break at the end of January.
The concrete hasn't even settled when they have to be shipped.
This year Evans said he
hopes to implement the work
into the course material so
they can work on their sled
during November and
December. More time can be
spent on construction so the
outcome could be- a more effective toboggan.
The sleds were displayed
during open house on April
26. If you didn't have a chance
to see them, then check the
civil technology wing.
Next year the competition is
in British Columbia and this
time the Red River teams will
go all the way.

By J. Bridgwater
The man wore shoes.
To those die-hard fans of
Kenny Shields, from his
Streetheart days, the fact the
man was wearing shoes
onstage was a surprise.
As is only proper for good,
red-blooded Canadians, the
April 16 social in the South
Gym opened with a live, bigscreen viewing of the last game
of the Smythe division semifinals. Another big moment,
aside from Shields' shoes, was
the Jets winning the game 6
—•
Shields, apparently a
hockey fan himself, started the
first set after the game. At
10:30 p.m. the man and his
new band—appropriately
named The Kenny Shields
Band—stepped onstage. This
was the first stop on the
band's tour.

The evening started with
Action, a memorable tune.
The rest of the two sets were a
mixture of originals and oldie
Covers.
The band isn't Streetheart,
but the similarities are obvious. Shields' voice hasn't
mellowed with age. He can
still hit the high notes in Tin

I
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By Pauline Dussault
Many people go to the
Winnipeg Arena for entertainment. Some for a rousing
hockey game; others for a
stimulating hour and a half of
headbanging rock music at a
concert.
Like many forms of entertainment there is food and
drink available. From potato
chips to hot dogs and from
Coke to beer. Beer is available
at all hockey games—not all
concerts.
When asked why beer isn't
sold at every concert even
though it is at every hockey
game, Diane Tocker, accounting clerk from the Winnipeg
Enterprises Corporation,
replied: "We expect a mature
audience at hockey games-22
to 35. A hockey game crowd is
totally different from a con-

cert crowd. The concert crowd
is much more rowdier. Most
of whom are on every drug imaginable."
No matter how rowdy the
crowds are, the main reason
remains the same: the age difference. There is an enormous
amount of minors at rock concerts, therefore beer will not
be sold. There are also minors
at hockey games but not as
many. If someone doesn't
look old enough they will be
asked to produce some I.D.
However, beer has been sold
at concerts in the past. Beer
was available at the David
Bowie concert, at Kenny
Rogers, George Jones and
recently at the -Alice Cooper
concert. What do these concerts have in common? Again
Tocker stresses the mature audience. "These names attract
an older crowd. About the

same ages as the hockey
games."
But Alice Cooper? "Well,"
says Tocker, "that concert
was a touchy one. We really
weren't sure what kind of
crowd he would attract. But
we !took a chance and it worked out just fine, surprisingly
enough."
But would selling beer at
concerts halt some of the liquor smuggling that goes on in
the arena? Tocker strongly
disagrees. "No way. People
don't know ahead of time
which concerts will sell beer
and which ones won't. They
still try to sneak in liquor and
they still get frisked at the
door."
In other words, you can
look forward to a cold beer at
The Beach Boys concert but
don't expect to find any at the
Iron Maiden concert.

canada
employment
centre
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■
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Take advantage of this service available at:

Cemmis Employment Cents.. ...a Camp..
lam C-211

AURAL STUDENTS FLASMIS- TU t/T1.411 70 :HUI I.U3AL =KISSES FCA Tat
StleCIR
For those students who will be seeking on?loyssect in their
local AIMS, A reminder that the following rural Canada
Employment Centres will be accepting registrations for sate
employment.
Brandon
Dauphin
Hirt Flan

Mor den
Portage La Prairie
Selkirk

There are certain performers who cause an uproar
when they first arrive on the
music scene and who later
become legends: Frank
Sinatra, Elvis, the Beatles. But
this phenomenon dates back
even further to great composers like Brahms, Chopin
and Beethoven, who rarely
received proper recognition in
their own time. The young
composers of today, like T.
Patrick Carrabre, hope they
won't have to wait quite as
long before they are recognized.
Carrabre, co-artistic director of New Age Music Enterprises Inc., began his lecture
with a look back at some of
the public reactions great cornposers received. In a review of
Chopin's mazurkas, a Berlin
critic described . the music as
containing "tortuous transitions" and "repugnant contortions of melody and
rhythm." The critic wrote:
"Had he submitted this music
to a teacher, the latter, it is

If you are interested in
securing a summer job BE SURE to contact
the CEC office, Rm. C 211.
Information is available regarding:
• Regular summer job listings
• Federal and Provincial Job Programs
• Career-oriented summer employment
• Out-of-town job opportunities

Steinbach
The Pas
Thompson

You Are welcome to drop by the ctC Office. C-211, to pick up
student registration cards which you complete and take to
your local office when you are available for employment.

Photo by Linda English

Soldier and Here Comes the
Night. The songs were played
almost note for note as 'they
were originally.
Daryl Gutheil (keyboards) is
the only other member
formerly with Streetheart.

Stan Bedernjak (bass), Billy
Carmassi (drums), and Luigi
Petrovich (guitars) played
both the old and the new with
skill and flair. The band was
hot. The band was exciting.
Some time after 1:00 a.m.

Shields was called back for an
encore. Pleas for the crowd to
sing along to Respectable were
mostly ignored, understandable as the bar was serving
shots of tequila and schnapps
as well as the obligatory beer.

There were a few glitches
though. The sound system used to play music between sets
blew a fuse, and one of the
band's systems was used. The
result was more Kenny
Shields, only fuzzier.
Another problem was the
South Gym. A high-calibre
concert was stuffed into a toosmall area. The sound was fine
when it wasn't reverberating
off the walls and shaking the
tequila out of your hand.
All in all, it was a good start
to the tour, and a good start to
the long weekend.

By Linda Whitfield

ip) MANITOBA HEART FOUNDATION

No to Iron Maiden, Yes to Kenny Rogers

Sound glitches

Mix of Originals

GIVE FROM THE HEART

cl

As this is a serious music
review, no mention will be
made of Shields' great biceps,
how he can move his body like
an upright snake, or how most
of the women at the social said
they had loved Kenny from his
Streetheart days and would
still like to bear his children.
What will be mentioned is
the showmanship of the man.
He had control of the audience
minutes into the first song. He
talked to the crowd as though
to a friend, a friend he had
missed. When faced with a
camera, his head would tilt to
one side and he would smile
until the picture was taken.
While a little more hair has
passed down the drain, the exuberant personality has remained the same. The rightful
place of Kenny Shields is in
front of an audience.

hoped, would have torn it up
and thrown it away at his
feet." Beethoven's second
symphony was labelled by one
critic as "a crass monster, a
hideous writhing wounded
dragon that refuses to expire."
It was not just the critics
who took a dislike to the new
music, but the public as well.

A Musical Lecture
Performances of both Strauss
and Schubert initially sparked
fierce audience riots. In 1913,
at the premiere of Stravinsky's
Le Sacre du printemps, protests against the music resulted
in large numbers of people being taken away by police. An
aesthetic battle began between
the composers who were trying
to change the direction of symphonic music, and the audiences, who were largely
more comfortable with the
familiar.
But to young composers like
Carrabre, even a violent
negative reaction is better than
the apathy they see in today's
audiences.
"I would love to write a
review," he said, "with the
headline: Massive Riot, Audience Jailed. It has happened
in history before and it would
be nice if it could happen
again ... that people would be
excited enough about the
music."
Carrabre believes the
public's lack of interest in new
symphonic music is a result of
the struggle between the audiences of the past and the
great composers. At that time,
with so much negative reaction
to their music, composers

began to draw away from
society and classical music
became more and more incomprehensible to the average person.
This trend was reinforced
much later by articles such as
one in High Fidelity magazine
in February, 1958, by Milton
Babbitt. Babbitt wrote that
modern symphonic music
"would appear to be for, of,
and by specialists," and that
this trend "is not only inevitable, but potentially advantageous for the composer
and his music."
But Carrabre disagrees. He
doesn't believe that people
need to be specialists to appreciate new classical music,
but he does believe they lose
interest in it when they feel
their right to voice an opinion
has been taken away. Because
of Babbitt and others like him,
young composers began to explain their music. In the mind
of the public, he who had the
best explanation therefore had
the best music.
stressed
Carrabre
throughout his lecture that
people should feel confident
about expressing an educated
opinion. "Don't love it lust

because it's avant-garde, but
don't dimiss it just because it's
different from what you're
used to."
He strongly advocated the
expression of both positive
and negative reactions to the
work of new composers. "So
far, I'm probably the only person who has ever stood up and
booed in Carnegie Hall, but

I've also gotten up and
cheered at the Concert Hall."
Although Carrabre claimed
to hate composers who end
lectures by playing their own
music, he finished by playing
the first movement of his
violin sonata. Whether it was
apathy or simply decorum, no
one cheered, but neither did
anyone boo.

Hungry students stand in line at Buffalo
Cafeteria for steak and eggs prepared by the
SA's executive.
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Diary of a Virgin Nymph:

Family Festival
of Fatness
Diary,
Am beginning to feel the the new training bra, the
affects of Aunt Sophie's football star and others that
Easter B.B.Q. What better stand out in the assortment.
way to celebrate the Birth But what are the 15 inof Our Savior than a Family dicators of an ethnic sowFestival of Fatness? out? Look for:
There are two things a 1. A dead beast over an
group of ethnics do well open flame.
together: eat and open 2. 8-track cassettes playing
restaurants in which they music with clarinets.
3. Men wearing black socks
accomplish the former.
Thanks to Aunt Sophie's with white shoes.
cooking, we eat. We eat like 4. Men wearing white socks
crazy. Like the dickens. with black shoes.
Like no man has ever eaten 5. Men wearing socks and
before. Needless to say, the sandles.
collective weight of this clan 6. Skads of big black Cadfar exceeds that of dys and Lincoln.
7. and at least 4 Camaros
downtown Winnipeg.
After we've scarfed and with furry dashboards,
the groaning board is empty dingo-balls, fuzzy dice and
save for the odd core and or a religious ornament
hanging from the rear-view
carcass, we clear it off.
window.
And have dessert.
What's more frightening 8. Glasses raised in a toast
than the eating habits of my to "Canada, the land of
family in it's natural habitat Opportunity."
is the cast of characters. 9. A woman who has the
Don Johnson look and uses
Welcome to the circus.
What's a picnic without it to her advantage in horrian army of Aunts? Of fying children and small
course my favorite is the animals.
one who doesn't quite know 10. Obese children whose
when she's said enough. thighs rub as they run away
The one who asks the preg- from their mothers who
nant member of the family chase them with still more
if her breasts are swollen in food.
front of all the men, or asks 11. Fights over whose
the only boy in the room if village back in the
he dresses on the left side so homeland really had a
that she can buy him some telephone.
12. Men drawing on paper
pants for his birthday.
And the Uncle to comple- napkins.
ment her has one tooth 13. Red Wine.
strategically placed in the 14. Men and women seated
center of his mouth, a glass separately. Men in the liveye and a wooden leg. ingroom, women in the
There are also the conversation.
15. A little old lady dressed
betrothed couple, the
expecting-any-second-now, in black.

Bullard More Than
Just a Pretty Face

Being a
Volunteer Does
Heart Good
By Lorraine Heinrichs
Erva Stockwell greets all of
the clients on her Meals on
Wheels route as she knocks
and enters their residences,
carrying trays of hot food.
Stockwell is one of the many
volunteers to be honored this
week during Volunteer Week.
She has worked for the
organization for 10 years and
recently received a pin
acknowledging her volunteer
service at Meals on Wheels.
Meals on Wheels delivers
approximately 700 meals every
weekday and 300 on Saturday
and Sunday to those unable to
make their own:
Stockwell doesn't mind the
three-day-a-week drive from
her Charleswood home to the
Meals on Wheels office on
Marion Street where she picks
up the route sheets for the
drivers at the Health Sciences
Centre dispatch. She says it
gives her something to do now
that she and her husband are
retired. "I'd go crazy sitting
around at home," she says.
Stockwell refers to her time
spent at Meals on Wheels as a
social time. There are many
opportunities for her to meet
new people whether they be
new clients or volunteer staff.
She also enjoys talking to
those people she already
knows.
Although delivering meals is
the main purpose of the Meals
on Wheels organization,
volunteer drivers can routinely

check on the elderly people
they deliver to. "The odd time
you find a dead person," says
Stockwell, although she never
has. "I found a lady on the
floor. She couldn't get up and
she had broken her hip. She
had been on the floor since the
night before."
Stockewell also told of some
of the different clients Meals
on Wheels has delivered to.
One man stood naked in the
doorway. Another man dressed up as a woman. Two ladies
relayed the story to Stockwell.
"He had a wig on and a ladies
dress and makeup," they said.
While Erva Stockwell drives
her car through the city's
streets delivering meals, Joan
Baldwin walks the corridors of
the Children's Hospital, entertaining the many children
there. She will also be honored
during Volunteer Week.
Baldwin is responsible for
taking people on tours
through the Children's
Hospital and the Health
Sciences Centre. Two Sundays
ago she toured the Easter Bunny through the Children's
Hospital.
She also works on Friday
mornings in the Cancer Clinic
playroom, playing with the
children or making crafts.
Baldwin says that once a
month she makes popcorn for
the children. One little girl
even calls her the popcorn
lady.
This year is Baldwin's fifth

year of volunteer service at the
Children's Hospital with the
Peter Pan Club. The Peter
Pan Club is a volunteer
organization that ''supplements health care and adds
to the quality of life of sick
children."
Baldwin has no children of
her own and she says the most
satisfying thing about her
work is the children. "I feel
needed and wanted."
Baldwin's husband noticed
a newspaper advertisement for
a volunteer in the playroom
where she works. When
Baldwin responded to the
advertisement she was connected to the Volunteer Centre
on Donald Street. The centre
referred Baldwin to the
Children's Hospital.
Helen Hayes, executive
director of the Volunteer Centre says there are approximately 2,500 voluntary organizations in Manitoba. Many of
those organizations will
recognize their volunteers
from April 26 to May 2 during
Volunteer Week.
Volunteer Week originated
in the United States and was
eventually adopted by the
Canadian Association of
Volunteer Bureaus-Centres.
Joan Baldwin says that
volunteer service "does your
heart good," and Erva
Stockwell says that she feels
good about being a good
citizen by helping in the corn-
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A Successful
Speaker
By Brenda Fleming
Talk is cheap. So says
speaker and motivator Dave
Connell.
Stressing goal setting,
Connell says "The difference
is setting them in the first
place." He says goals should
be written down but that most
people don't do this. He cites a
lack of training as the reason.
The one basic gut level to
success, says Connell, is having focus and a time limit to
your goal. "Otherwise, it's a
wish. At 98 you'll look back
and say "Gee, I wonder what
it was all about?"
He says whenever someone
tries to rise above the crowd
there is a rush of activity to try
and pull them back down
again. But the cure for this is
not to tell anybody except
those you need to help you attain your goals and people
who are goal and success
oriented. And as for failure,
Connell has this rule: "If you
want to succeed, double your
failure rate. Failure is simply a
route to success." He adds
taht it is impossible to succeed
without failing. "Every extraordinary event in life was a
result of thousands of small
failures or temporary defeats
to get there." The only thing
wrong with failure, Connell
stresses, is not learning from
it.

"There are no problems that
do not have solutions."

call it to positive," Connell instructs. "There are no problems that do not have solutions."
In order to be successful it is
important to find something
you are good at and enjoy doing, Connell advises. "The
super successful people are doing something they can't
believe people would pay them
to do it."
The principles Connell bases
his steps for success on are
available through The Phoenix
Seminar by Brian Tracy, PSI
World Seminars by Tom
Willhite, and books such as

Think and Grow Rich.

Everyone has ability to do one
remarkable thing.

Connell has an answer for
anyone who says you can't
achieve your goals. He says
you should draw an I on a
piece of paper, and stick it onto a juice can. You can then
inform the skeptic: "Yes I
can."
Connell says that everyone
has the ability to do at least
one outstanding remarkable
thing, and has set several goals
for himself. "One of my goals
is by Dec. 19, 1996 to be personally responsible for 1000
people being independently
wealthy."
Dave Connell has a varied
business background, including work in marketing and
sales, and operating his own
family business, Applause

Power.
Connell says a positive attitude is required in solving
problems that get in the way of
your goal, and has this formula: P-S-C-O-A. What you
must do is change from a problem, which is a negative
word, to a situation, which is
neutral. Look at the situation
as a challenge, which is
positive. Within the challenge
is oppourtunity, and within
opportunity is your answer.
"The answer to a problem lies
within the problem itself as
soon as you change what you

Connell says there are four
main reasons we don't set
goals:
1. Not realizing the
importance of goals
). Not :n<il.sing how
goals
3. Fear of rejection
4. Fear of failure
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By Marianne Vardalos
Why an amazingly attractive and charming fellow like
Pat Bullard would choose
comedy over cashing in on his
face, was at first beyond his
audience.
But the moment he began
delivering the first jokes of a
rolling set in the Tower
Lounge on April 15, the crowd
was made well aware of why
he is a comic.
Bullard is funny.
"Is that nose attached?" he
asks of one latecomer wearing
glasses.
While fellow comics might
find the secret of successful
comedy is being able to laugh
at your own shortcomings,
Bullard illustrated that the real
laughs are in the flaws of the
crowd members. The crowd
seemed to agree.
What is disturbing though,
is the possibility that he's enjoying himself even more than

those who come to see him.
His material is excellent but
his sarcastic wit is better. And
although his improvisational
ability was intimidating, his
audience warmed up to him,
supporting the abuse of his
spectators with howls.
The man knew his audience.
When Bullard asked in all
confidence to a full house,
whether or not they ever cut
open their etch-o-sketch to see
what's inside, he knew the
answer.
"Yeah, ya' did," he nudges.
Maintaining his composure
seemed effortless for Bullard
who had the audience even
sympathizing with him for
having appendicitis. But for
funny man, Pat Bullard, composure puts him on the stage
and the audience in the palm
of his hand.
Would you enjoy his
humor?
Yeah, ya' would.
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Pat Fraser:
Making Life for
Women
Students Easier
By Laurie Bailey
The college's Women's Ser- few incidents of sexual harassvices located at CM-25 is an ment at the college she says
exclusive counselling and sup- students and instructors need
to know more about it. "So
port service for women only.
After a four month leave of many misunderstand the issue.
absence, women's coor- We have to create understandinator Pat Fraser has return- ding attitudes."
Women that are sexually
ed and she's ready to bear the
harassed can go to Fraser for
workload again.
The job became a full time counselling. She talks to the
position in June 1986. Fraser department head in charge to
is the only staff member to help resolve the problem.
Most women are afraid to
serve women exclusively.
For example, the service come forward and admit
does not include day care they've been sexually harassbecause men also use it. Instead Fraser's duties include
counselling female students on
career choices, and helping
those women in nontraditional studies adjust.
The service provides a pretrades course to introduce
women to non-traditional
working alternatives, and
By Brenda Fleming
teaches them how to look for a
job in these areas.
They aren't in straightFraser says 80 per cent of
the 15 women that take the jackets yet, but Thee Outpatients say their name allows
four month course continue
them to be a little crazy.
studying trades.
Band member Bobby Bilan
It runs alternately with a
says the Thee in the name is
four-month pre-tech program.
proper English. It is also a
"Given the computer age
subliminal reference to the nathere's a need for more women
tional anthem.
with potential to move into
Guitarist James Harlton
technology because that's
says he and friend Lorry
where the future will be," says
Whincup thought up the
Fraser.
name. "The name allows you
Both programs provide
a little bit of license to do
women with the necessary incrazy things."
formation and sufficient trainBilan has played in bands
ing needed for them to decide
such as Peter Doboe and
if they want to work in a trade
World Final. He has also
or technology.
played with The Guess Who
Fraser's biggest concern is
and says it has definitely opensexual harassment.
ed doors for him.
Although there have been

ed. "Maybe they feel that
nobody can help them," says
Fraser. Although the college
does not have a formal sexual
harassment policy, Fraser is
working toward establishing
one.
But her main task is supporting women in any aspect of
college life.
Fraser has 18 years experience in adult education
and has been women's coordinator at the college for six
years.

Outpatients are

Crazy

Thee Outpatients consist of.
Bobby Bilan on lead guitar
and vocals, James Harlton,
who splits lead vocals with
Bilan and plays acoustic
guitar, Larry Ragot on bass,
Darryl Oystreck on drums,
and Warren Senyk on harmonica and vocals.
Impressive on harmonica,
Senyk says he learned to play
while sitting around a campfire on an Indian reserve. He
credits his father with influencing him musically. "He could
never understand why I hadn't
done anything musically til
this point," Senyk says.
Looking ahead, Thee Outpatients say they want to make
so much money they don't
have to walk, as well as making some good music.

oming Events
By Brenda Fleming
Here are some upcoming
events to keep you all off the
streets and out of mischief:
Night school students! Take
advantage of the Nite School
Wine and Cheese nights on
Monday May 11 and Thursday
May 14. Held in the Voyageur,
they start at 9:00 p.m. or
whenever you finish class and
run until 1:00 a.m. Admission
is free and wine, beer and
spirits are available for approximately $1.10 per glass.
The Students' Association and
Yuk Yuk's present noon hour
comedy in the Tower Lounge
on May 13 and May 20.
***
Beer bashers take note: the last
beer bash of the year takes
place Friday May 29 in the
South Gym. It runs from 3:30

p.m. to 7:30 p.m. and will
feature rock videos. Tickets
are $5 and go on sale May 26
at the SA.office.
Grads: a graduation dinner
and dance complete with guest
speaker and wine will be held
in the Skyview Ballroom of the
Marlborough Inn on June 18.
Tickets are $25 at the SA office. SA program coordinator
Steve Maitland says "It's a
real fun night." He says of the
500 tickets available about 250
have already been sold. If you
want to reserve tickets you
may do so at the SA office.
Grad classes can have a class
rep come to the SA office to
say how many tickets are needed. The bar opens at 6:00
p.m., dinner is served at 7:00
p.m., and speeches begin at
7:30. To finish the evening
off, a dance begins at 8:30
p.m. Dress is semi-formal.
***

Agassiz Theatre presents the
play The Courier at the MTC
Warehouse Theatre, 140
Rupert. The play tells the story
of a young courier in the German army in 1945. It is written
and performed by Vern
Thiessen and directed by Ann
Hodges. Show times are: May
2-10:00 p.m., May 6-7:00
p.m., May 9-10:00 p.m. and
May 10-4:30 p.m. Tickets are
$5 and can be, reserved by calling 774-5258. Group discounts
are available.
* **

Singer Chris De Burgh hits the
Winnipeg Arena with his The
Lady in Red Tour on May 21
at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $19.50
plus a.f. and are on sale now
at all Select-A-Seat outlets.
Special guests are The Box.

Presented by Coors.
* **
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Blind Date: Bizarre But Laughable

Sex & Props Makes for Laughs

Rampant Amnesia
By Kelly Taylor

joke about adults with bladder
RRCC students got a double control problems bombed.
Lest you think Carter is
dose of comedy in the Tower
merely some sort of sex fiend,
Lounge April 21.
Fresh from a show at Night you should know the man does
Moves the previous evening, have more than sexual jokes in
comedians Evan Carter and his comedic repertoire.
Carter's depiction of movMarty Putz presented separate
and contrasting comedy per- ing out on your own and haying to do your own laundry
formances.
If you're into jokes about was right on the mark. His
sex and condoms you'll love story of his parents relaying
Evan Carter, because that's the treks they made to school
what most of his act is based when they were young is
something everyone can relate
on.
Gilligan's Island, the Road to.
The comedian has stage
Runner and even Yogi Bear
and Boo Boo were targets for presence and a definite audience rapport. He doesn't
sexual humor.
A lot of Carter's jokes barrage the audience with inwould have gone over well in a sults as some comedians do.
He has talent and comes
barroom or at a stag party.
The audience did laugh, across as a nice guy, which
though the sex jokes got more makes you wish all the more
appreciation from the males in that he'd subscribe less to sexthe Tower. But after the ual comedy and place more
fourth or fifth joke, the sexual emphasis on the everyday
situations he depicts so well.
humor began to stale.
But Carter is already firmly
Carter's jokes were creative,
however. One situation involv- on the road to success, having
ed his dog providing him with opened for big names like
Dionne Warwick.
tips on love making.
As the saying goes, sex sells.
To the audience's credit, a

By Brenda Fleming

Be prepared for anything
when Marty Putz hits the
stage.
Highlights of Putz's performance included a portable
wrinkle machine which gets rid
of wrinkles, a stuffed rabbit imitation of Linda Blair
and Stevie Wonder, and a
human baseball glove
costume.
Putz loves to get the audience involved. Attired as a
human baseball glove, Putz
tossed marshmallows into the
audience, and had the audience throw them so he could
catch them.
Putz singled out one unsuspecting audience member
and had them wear a giant set
of moose horns. A look of
manic glee crossed Putz's face
as he informed the victim he
was now going to hunt them.
The audience loved it.
Putz's trademark is his
skillful use of zany props,
which he makes himself and
find in toy and junk shops.
Putz is a definite crowd
pleaser and well worth your
time.

cian to suffer from amnesia,
followed by Sinclair Stevens.
Stevens claimed during his
conflict of interest trial that he
knew nothing of his wife's
business transactions, yet the
National Enquirer reported he
had been heard mumbling
about them during his question period nap.
Manitoba labour minister
Al Mackling, then minister
responsible for NITS, said he
knew nothing about the $24
million lost in the LAITY fiasco.
John Bucklaschuk, minister
responsible for the Manitoba
Public Insurance Corporation,
said "I didn't know" when
asked about $37 million MPIC
lost in 1986.
This disease is ruining the
Canadian governments and
costing the taxpayer millions
of dollars. Like Western
equine encephalitis, the only
known cure is to dispose of the
carriers of the disease before
they can infect other politicians. This must be done in a
humane way of course, so I
suggest sending them to a
Siberian prison camp.

There is a new disease rampaging through the Canadian
governments. It is deadlier
than AIDS and spreads
quicker than rumours through
the grapevine. It is amnesia.
Ever since the tainted tuna
scandal, when John Fraser
revealed he knew nothing
about the reams of spoiled
tuna that were passing inspection, Canadian politicians
have been afflicted with the
most common symptoms: loss
of memory, inability to cope
with job pressures, and the 'I
didn't know' syndrome.
This problem manifests
itself whenever a politician
gets into hot water. Doctors
say the disease is caused when
the white blood cells collide
with the rushes of adrenalin,
caused by tension, and produce a compound known only
to the science world as Agent
Z.
Agent Z works with the
amneotic fluid in the brain to
reverse the flow of memory information—away from the
memory cells of the brain.
Fraser was the first politi-
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Walter Davis goes on a disastrous blind date with Nadia Gates.

DID YOU KNOW

By Judy Derksen

that research has shown that if SOIllei 111('
tiltlokrti
DI' more cigaret t es a day in
your home, the tion-smokeiN in the hums('
have double the risk of lung cancer than
those with homes that an., smoke free?
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Blind dates often leave
much to be desired but this
one is more bizarre than most.
Blind Date stars Bruce
Willis as Walter, a muddled
junior ad executive and Kim
Basinger as Nadia, his blind
date for the evening. Walter's
brother sets them up when
Walter's date for an important
company party falls through.
Despite past experience and
Walter's worst fears, Nadia is

WOE Tt

CANADIINNE
DU CANCI R

Yuk Yukian Comedy
By James Crampton
The Tower Lounge is a
place that certainly needs comic relief, and the uncomfortable, boring, staid, rustic,
austere den received it on
Wednesday, April 22.
Vancouver comedian Collin
Campbell appeared at Red
River courtesy of Yuk Yuk's
Komedy Kabaret and the
Students' Association.
Campbell's act was excellent,
although it was typical Yuk
Yukian comedy.
Typical Yuk Yukian comedy, you ask? Well, all
nightclub comedians, not just
Yuk Yukians, follow a traditional stand-up comic formula. Jokes about sex, drugs,
society, sex, habits, sexual
habits, drugs, and sex are the
main staples of any Yuk
Yukian routine. And often the
acts transgress the boundaries
of good taste.
"You're a sick crowd, I like
that," Campbell told the audience after they responded
favorably to his opening joke
about attending a seminar on
premature ejaculation that
ended early.

Campbell won over the audience by telling anecdotes,
many about himself, that people could relate to.
He touched on his
childhood, his bachelorhood,
Flintstone
education,
Vitamins, and designated
drivers high on sugar.
Campbell praised the
United States and called them
a great neighbor. "If it wasn't
for the States we'd have
Mexicans trying to cross our
borders," he said.
Before Campbell's act,
Harry Duope, another Yuk
Yuk's comedian who is travelling on the road with
Campbell, gave an unscheduled 10 minute performance.
Among his better jokes was his
discovery that people throw up
in layers after drinking B-52's.
Steve Maitland, program
coordinator for the Students'
Association, booked six comedians to play the Tower
through a deal with Yuk Yuk's
in Toronto. The remaining
three comedians are scheduled
for later next month.
Hopefully we can see more
Yuk Yukians all through the
year.

both stunning and personable.
Early in the evening Walter ignores his brother's warning
that alcohol makes Nadia
crazy and starts pouring on the
champagne.
Crazy, Nadia style, means
more than just being easy to
take advantage of. She not only gets Walter fired, she also
has an insanely jealous exboyfriend trailing her.
David, played by John

Larroquette of Night Court,
goes to great lengths to do
away with Walter and convince Nadia to marry him. He
finally has his chance when
Nadia begs him to defend
Walter who is arrested for attempted murder. David has no
trouble bribing the judge, his
father, and installs Nadia in
his parent's home until the
wedding.
Walter learns that it is
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Mother out of Town?
See Steve in the SA office for information.

Now Available: Lovely Gourmet Food Baskets
Delivered Anywhere in Canada & U.S. within 48 hours.

Nadia who has paid his
$10,000 bail and goes in search
of her. He arrives in time to
witness and stop the wedding
ceremony by doping a box of
chocolates with alcohol.
Despite a disappointingly
predictable ending, the movie
has its merits. The evening's
events are comical enough to
hold your interest throughout.
Walter and David are well
cast though Nadia's character

is somewhat overdone and
stereotyped.
Henry Mancini fans will enjoy several original tunes in
Dolby stereo.
Blind Date is not a movie
you'd go out of your way to
watch twice, but it is definitely
good for a few laughs. You'll
be carried along by the series
of comic disasters, feeling
sorry for poor innocent Walter
all the while, but able to laugh
at his expense.

Foreigner Does Fine Job
By Jim Stewart
What would it be like to be a
shy and boring person, surrounded by people who think
you don't speak English, and
who confide to you their
deepest secrets?
The answer is hilarious.
Charlie Baker is that boring,
shy man. The play is The
Foreigner at the Manitoba
Theatre Centre.
The play, which takes place
in rural Georgia in the recent
past, deals with Charlie being
mistaken for a foreigner oy the
locals.
Portrayed by Ian D. Clark,
Charlie finds himself wrapped
up in everything from prejudice to pregnancy to the Ku
Klux Klan in this play by Larry
Shue.
Though the story has an
edge of social commentary, it
is played strictly for laughs.
Judging by the reaction of the
opening night crowd, it does a
fine job.
The acting is excellent, particularly Clark and
Winnipeger Kyle McCullogh.
McCullogh, who has worked
with theatre groups Possible
Nudity and Theatre X here in

Winnipeg, plays a seemingly
simple young southern boy
named Ellard Simms. The
scenes between Charlie and
Ellard are the best in the play,
both funny and touching.
The play is entertaining, but
the premise begins to run a little thin by the end. This is due
in part to the stereotypes relied
upon for many of the later
laughs.
Though there are some problems, overall the play makes
for a good evening of entertainment. For the most part
the humor is accessible, and
director Douglas Riske keeps
the pace steady. For people
who have not been to a theatre
production this would be a
good start. It's fun to watch
and makes clear the reality
that theatre is meant for
everyone, not just a select few.
The play had a long run in
New York, and Shue was
working on a screenplay for
Disney Studios when he died
in a plane crash in 1985.
The play runs until May 9
and discounts are available for
students, seniors, and groups
of 25 and more.
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Gearing Up for Mountain Bikes
By Jim Stewart

You see them zipping all
over; up curbs and over
potholes that would destroy
your frail racing bike. They're
By Judy Derksen
mountain bikes.
More and more WinnipegDuring the next few months
people will be trying to trim gers are riding mountain
down to bathing suit propor- bikes, and they are the big
item at bike shops this year.
tions in time for summer.
Why? For city riding they
One method of toning gaining popularity is electronic make sense. The rider is
muscle stimulation. This upright, as opposed to hunchmethod claims to tone muscle ed over as on a racing bike,
and decrease girth while you and can see what's going on
lie back and relax. Electrode around them. These bikes are
pads are attached to the large tough. They're made to go
muscle groups of the body, over logs and through bogs in
causing these to contract. the bush, which translates to
Smaller electrodes can be ap- potholes, curbs, and puddles
plied to facial muscles and in the city. For these reasons,
and others, many people are
smaller muscle groups.
Clinics offering toning ses- considering giving up that old
sions guarantee inch loss but ten speed and buying a mounmake no claims for weight tain bike. Where do you start?
loss. The operator of Tone
First, stay away from
and Slender Clinique offers department stores. John
one free session to those who Sutherland is a local mountain
are interested in trying muscle bike expert who spent last
stimulation. Sessions last 40 summer visiting mountain
minutes to one hour and cost bike designers in California.
$79 for a 12 session package.
"I don't know how those
The clinic has never been things even roll," he said, in
asked for a refund and the reference to department store
Better Business Bureau has a bikes. If you can't afford $500
satisfactory record on the or more for a decent new bike
operation to date.
check the paper, or the bike
The use of muscle stimula- exchange billboard out side
tion has long been known to the Wolseley Bicycle Company
be of benefit in physiotherapy store at Westminister Avenue
Sheena and Arlington Street for a
programs.
a quality used one.
O'Donoughue,
physiotherapist at the Victoria
General Hospital, says the
method is effective in
strengthening weak muscles
but is not of benefit to normal It
muscle.
A recent study conducted by
the Canadian Physiotherapy
Association showed no change
in normal muscles after 20 sessions of electronic muscle
stimulation. There was no
weight loss or change in
measurements after this time.
O'Donoughue says there
may be a change in measurement immediately after a session while the muscle is still
contracting. Once the muscle feel a tingling sensation until
relaxes, the measurement will the muscle contracts. Contracbe the same as before. She tions may occur during the
does not recommend its use first session but most people
for toning purposes and ad- won't have any until after a
vises seeing your doctor before few sessions. The length of
any use of the method.
time depends on the person's
A study conducted by the fitness level when starting and
University of Manitoba last how willing they are to have
year had similar findings. the machine turned high
Lynn Crockett, an athletic enough to stimulate contracdirector with the target fitness tions.
program at the U of M says
Most customers opt to send
that the stimulus required to the last 10 minutes of a session
work normal muscle would in the relaxation mode. This
have to be so high that no one lowered level of stimulus feels
could stand it.
like a gentle massaging of the
Crockett agrees that there is entire muscle rather than the
a place for the method in weak exterior portion. It can be used
muscle and injury therapy. It as a slowdown similar to that
can stimulate the movement of of an athlete after a vigorous
fluids in injuries and speeds exercise program. There
muscle recovery. There are no should be no muscle aches the
units operating at the U of M. next day if the unit is used proTone and Slender customers perly. A customer will feel a
seem satisfied that the process pinch if the electrodes are
works despite evidence to the turned too high for the muscontrary. Of 10 interviewed cle's present condition.
there were no complaints. One
Should you decide to pay
woman claimed to have lost the price to try the method you
seven inches altogether, the should consult your doctor
most dramatic decrease since despite any claims of an
she was in her thirties. Several operator to be qualified to use
other men and women had the equipment. There are
similar claims.
serious drawbacks to its use.
The system in use at the The most common are: proclinic consists of a battery- blems for pacemaker patients,
operated unit with 16 elec- inflamation of joints, thromtrodes. These electrodes, plac- bosis or phlebitis, advanced
ed according to problem areas, varicose veins, and acute
contract the muscles every medical conditions and multithree seconds. The patient will ple sclerosis.

Three hundred dollars will
buy you the top of the line
bike at most department
stores, but these bikes come
with only a one year guaranty
on the frame. Good bikes
come with guarantees that
start at ten years. Stick with
quality and spend the $300 on
a used bike.
Buying old or new, the information here should help
you make an informed decision about the mountain bike
you buy.
The Frame. According to
Sutherland and several bike
store employees in the city, the
frame is the most important
part of the bike. Look for a
chrome moly frame. This
combination of alloys is
tough, and much lighter than
steel. "Both are as tough as a
tank, but steel is a tank," said
Norm Person of Lifesport.
Another feature to look for
is double butting, which
means frame tubing that is
thinner in the middle and
thicker at the joints where the
most stress occurs.
Some salespeople will tell
you a bike is triple or quadruple butted. "It's a term with a
high gee whiz factor," says
Sutherland. He said if refers to
differing thickness at the
joints, but is basically the
same as double butting.
The Brakes. There are a

The Tires. Most people who
buy mountain bikes are not
going to climb mountains.
Remember to consider the
type of driving you'll be doing
when you look at tires. There
are a range of types. For all
purpose driving a dual purpose tread is best. With large
knobs along the side of the tire
for off roading, and an almost
continuous center strip for
paved roadways, this tire
should fill the needs of most
riders.
The Handlebars. Comfort is
the rule here. Also consider
width. Very wide handlebars
could be a problem on busy
streets or sidewalks.
The Service. If the store you
are buying from doesn't give
you one year of free service,
go elsewhere. Some stores will
allow you to change parts of
your bike to your specifications and comfort. Make sure
you are clear about the service
arrangements before you buy,
and have an agreement in

number of different braking
systems, but Sutherland feels
the Shimano cantilever brake
is the best. This system attaches on either side of the
rim. "Good ones are strong
enough to bend the rim," said
Sutherland. Diacompe also
makes good brakes. Two
stores suggested the brakes
should have large pads, and be
easily adjustable.
The Rims. Aluminum rims
are strong and light, and most
dealers agreed they are the best
in the price range. Aluminum
is a coarse metal, so the brakes
have some bite even when wet.
Steel rims, which are chrome
plated, are smooth and stopping is very difficult when
they're wet.
The Seat. The experts
agreed on one thing, a seat
must be comfortable. Vetta
and Avocet were the types
most often cited. Barry Prokopetz, a former bike racer
and bike mechanic, pointed
out that women should look
for seats that are wider,
shorter and flatter than a
man's seat.
The Gear System. Many
bikes now have a shifting
system that clicks into gear.
This can be a boon because
most bikes have 18 speeds.
Sutherland advised looking
for Shimano or Suntour
systems.

Writing.

The mountain bike market
in Winnipeg is very tight right
now, and prices do not vary
much from store to store.
Stick with stores that
specialize in bikes. Be sure to
stay out of department stores,
ask informed questions, and
be clear on the service policy.
Happy biking!
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FOR SALE
Upholstery
Students!
3-seater sofa, loveseat & matching chair $300. Current
style, solid cond., upholstery
worn. Phone 895-4627 after
4:30 p.m.

Decorating Students!
Want a job? Refinish table, six
chairs, buffet and hutch.
Phone 895-4627 after 4:30

Person who placed ad re:
round table and matching
chairs. Contact Toni at
772-7994 evenings. Interested.

WANTED
Text

for

Psychology,

Psychology Applied Modern
Life, Adjusting in the 80's 2nd
Edition, 1986. Please call Barbara Strong at 269-1252.
Leave message.
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PERSONALS
My hair is growing back
although I still walk with a
limp. ELVIS
Lady with mallet seeks men
with bow legs. Object: croquet
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WE NEED
YOUR HELP!

We
Give
The
United
Way

-Do you have a child between 12 months
and 2 years of age and would like to attend college but have no means
of providing care for your
child?

ny B& F.A9TEK • )2

We tried to write a song but it
turned out all wrong. So we'll
enter the sublime with a poem
we wrote—or maybe just some
lines.
We want out
We want out
We want out
but how can we leave all this
TV production, theatre
rehearsals, event meetings,
business comm., the memory
of city hall .. .
Oh, it was all so dear.
And if you think us insincere—too bad, cause we is
outta here. Mel and Del

MF1KES Fl BIGDIFFERENCE/7)
.4

-Would a Toddler
Center at RRCC
benefit you? Do you
know of anyone. else
in this situation?

.

:wricritn'a
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1

ASSOCIATION OF WINNIPEG
ROOM 106 447 WEBB PLACE
942-4574 • 942.1490

ANNOUNCEMENT

If you answered yes
to any of these
questions, please
call Sandra at
895-2309
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We know going to school is expensive. And we know
having kidney disease make it harder. A Bursary
Award Program has been set up by The Kidney
Foundation of Canada, Manitoba Branch, to help you
make it to your diploma, degree, or even your masters!
Two $500 bursaries will be awarded based on your
goals, financial need and medical condition. If you are
a kidney patient, spouse or dependent child of a
kidney patient, you may apply. Also, you must live in
Manitoba or Northwestern Ontario. To apply, contact
The Kidney roundation at:

itl.tt

101-55 Donald Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3C 1L8

HOW TO APPLY:
made through a Rotary Club in the area of she applicant's legal or
permanent restdence or place of employment. Completed applications must be received by
sprmsming club ner later Ili:m.4w IS. 1987

(204) 949-1858

ApplICaI1011 MUSI bF:'

Your deadline is June 15, 1987.

PRESENT

NOON
HOUR
COMEDY

For More Information, Contact:
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR ROTARY FOUNDATION SO IOLARSI IIPS

1988-89 Academic Year Required Study In A Fur eign Country
GRADUATE. UNDERGRALCAT WCA

aRUA139.1 AM/ TEACIIR Of Ilk HAMA MI Eli SC)tLA jit7F5AVMAcl i

APPLICATION DEADLINE JUNE IS. 1997

FOR APPLICATIONS AND AUDI IIONAL
INFORMA I ION CONTACT

THE
ROTARY
FOUNDATION

OF
ROTARY
INTERNATIONAL

Rotary Club of Assimbusa
Rotary Club of Carman
Rotary Club of Char lestxxxxi
Rotary Club of Fort Garry
Rotary Club of Kildonan
Rotary Club of North Winnipeg
Rotary Club of Portage La Prairie
Rotary Club of Selkirk
Rotary Club of Transform
Rotary Club of St. Boniface/St. Vital
Rotary Club of West Winnipeg
Rotary Club of Winnipeg

THE KIDNEY FOUNDATION OF CANADA
We're out to make. k id ney disease

Torn Carlyle
his Ian Parsons
Dave Milton
John Stapleton
Walter Melnyk
Bruce Powers
Ron Dalgleish
Fraser Stewart
Fred Mawr;
Dave Mayor
Al MacGregor
Rotary Office

8&S 795 I
745 6536
.882 •468
474.9001
339 9119
772'0902
I-239-5969
482-5547
222-4932
9476450
832 1757
942-2058
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RRCC is considering building a Toddler
Center which will provide daycare
facilities for children ages 12 months to
2(3) as an expansion of the existing
daycare

BE A
BIG SISTER

"Glen Flett" your name is
finally in the paper. Hope you
have a nice day. D.R.

Interested in Telecommunications? Call the North Star BBS
at 661-8337. 300/1200 BAUD
26 subboards, online
bartenders guide and a lot of
other interesting tidbits. This
service is FREE. Give it a try!

1988 1989
FOUNDATION

Do you remember when you
were a Brownie? For information contact Girl Guides of
Canada at 775-2494.

obsolete.

Watch for Coming
Performance on

May 13
Tower Lounge
12:00 to 12:45
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